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President ’s  Piece 
October already and we are still in the grip of this 
pandemic, albeit on the improve, with numbers 
dropping considerably now. Still have to be careful 
as we have seen what has happened overseas with 
new infections on the increase. Sadly this virus is 
here to stay and management of it will be the next 
step. 
On a sad note, I heard last month of the passing of 
Ken Blackney. A long time member of our club. My 
sincere condolences to Ken’s family. 
Coffee morning had nine members fronting up on 
ZOOM, all with steaming mugs of something in 
their hands. As is usual for a coffee morning, lots of 
chit chat and general catching up. This month we 
are having two coffee gatherings.  
I’ve set up another ZOOM Coffee Morning session 
for Thursday 8/10/20 at 10.30am. Session code: 
96623619294 and access code is 223200.  
Jon Breedveld will host this meeting, as I will not 
be available. 
This as well as a “real” coffee morning the previous 
week on the 1/10/20. So those who can’t make it 
to Drysdale or choose not to, can get on ZOOM.  
Or of course you can attend both! 
Had a good Tech night on ZOOM with eight  
members coming up. We discussed a lot about our 
“Isolation Projects” and learned a lot about oil 
lamps. Harold started it off by showing us one he 
restored, then it seemed nearly everybody had a 
lamp of some sort that they were proud to show 
off. Let’s try for more next time: apart from any-
thing else, it was good to see and catch up with 
members we’ve not seen since at least early this 
year.  

 
 

Next Tech Session will be 27/10/20 at 7.30pm. 
Session code: 97152413391 and access code is 
846019.  
Again this month I’ve been plugging away at the 
Buchanan project. I’ve been doing the stuff I dislike 
the most; sanding, filling, filing and sanding some 
more. I guess I’m lucky that the body is small and 
getting around all the panels doesn’t take too long. 
At the time of writing, I have the body rubbed back 
from the front of the doors to the rear panel and 
ready for primer and hi-fill. The front is the hard bit 
as I have a section missing which I will have to  
reproduce and graft into place.  
So, get out in the shed or perhaps out in your  
vehicle to give it a test run in preparation for the 
opening up of activities.  
      - Dallas 

Be aware—she can move in any direction! 
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Quotes About  Cars 
 

Eighty percent of the people of Britain want more 
money spent on public transport — in order that 
other people will travel on the buses so that there 
is more room for them to drive their cars.  
       ~  John Selwyn Gummer 

 Gary’s  
Giggles 

Tall Tales from our  
Legendary Librarian 
Two boys were comparing notes about what presents their 
families received for Christmas.  
“What did you get?” one boy said. 
“Well, dad gave me an iPad and my sister got an iPod. 
“Wow that’s great what did your dad give your mum” 
“An iRon,” the boy replied. 

*********************** 
Teacher: “Kids, what does the chicken give you?” 
Student: “Meat!” 
Teacher: “Very good. Now what does the pig give you?” 
Student: “Bacon.” 
Teacher: “Great! And what does the fat cow give you?” 
Student: “Homework!” 

*********************** 
The Bush Parson decided to retire from his duties and  
announced his intention to sell his horse. Knowing it was 
well-suited to the high country, a farmer offered the  
reverend $200. They shook on it. But when the farmer 
climbed into the saddle the horse wouldn’t budge. 

“He’s a very, very religious horse. He will only go when 
you say Jesus Christ and will only stop when you say 
Amen,” the reverend said. 

The farmer thanked the reverend, said Jesus Christ and 
off the horse went at a trot. 

They were travelling back to the high country when  
lightning hit a nearby tree. 

The horse bolted and ran the farmer into a low branch, 
which wrapped itself around his head so he couldn’t see. 
As they galloped he tried to think of the word to make it 
stop. Finally he remembered. Amen, he said and the 
horse skidded to a halt. 

Peeling back the leaves the farmer saw they were right on 
the edge of 100 metre cliff. 

“Jesus Christ!” he said. 

*********************** 
Little Johnny’s new baby brother is screaming up a storm. 
So Johnny turns to his mum and asks: “Where did we get 
him?” 
His mother replies: “He came from heaven Johnny.” 
Johnny says: “Wow! I can see why they threw him out!” 

 

Club Act iv i t ies  
Club activities remain severely curtailed, however 
several Zoom events are being trialled.  
The committee continues to monitor the situation. 
 

Annual General Meeting 
Members will be notified when further details about 
the AGM are available. Your current Committee will 
stay in office until an AGM can be held.   
 

Red Plate registration renewals. Contact Gus 
Shea directly to arrange for your paperwork to be 
signed if it falls due in the coming months.  
Ph Gus on 0400 203 151. 
 

Backfire 
Thank you for all the fascinating contributions to 
Backfire received again this month. Keep up the 
great work! Help us all to stay in touch. 
 

Website 
Check it out the new items Gus has put on the 
website.  
 

26 OCT - MONDAY  NOVEMBER 
 BACKFIRE DEADLINE  By 5pm please.  
Contact: Jon Breedveld 0417 311 441 

COMMITTEE MEETING 
The Committee held a short Zoom meeting on  
15 September. 
There was little business to consider, however the 
committee approved two new members. 
The secretary also confirmed that Consumer Affairs  
Victoria has granted the Club has a three month 
extension to hold its AGM (until November 2020).  
CORRESPONDENCE SEPTEMBER 2020 
LETTERS IN 
 Veronica Anderson thanking the club for our 

thoughts on her recent illness 
LETTERS OUT 
 Welcome letters sent to new members  

approved at the last committee meeting - 
Holly Clark, Raelene & Murray Trotter. 

EMAILS IN 
 Consumer Affairs Victoria - approved  

3 months time extension from 18th August  
 Cancellation of the 50th Ballarat Begonia 

Rally 
 Cancellation of the Geelong Revival 

 

EMAILS OUT 
Nil  

- Fred Harris 
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VALE  -  KEN BLACKNEY 
Ken Blackney’s death notice was a good summary 
of his life. It read: 
 

BLACKNEY, Ken 
10-May-1925 - 14-Sep-2020 
After a truly healthy and happy 95 years, Kenneth 
Mervyn Blackney (Ken) passed away peacefully. He 
will be deeply missed by his sons, grandchildren, 
his partner Jan, golfing buddies, car club mates 
and his large network of friends. His attitude to life 
is an inspiration to us all. 
 

Ken Blackney died at home at the age of 95 after a 
happy and healthy life. He is survived by four sons 
- Mark, Paul, Craig and John, and their partners, 
and 11 grandchildren. Also his partner Jan and 
many hundreds of friends. 
Ken was born in 1925 and together with his sister 
Thelma was adopted to loving parents. His father 
was a fisherman. Ken had a basic up bringing with 
not many possessions but a happy home where 
Ken said he felt spoiled. If the fishing was good his 
father gave him a shilling to go to the movies to 
buy an ice cream and a comic. 

Ken started school at St Mary’s in Geelong but 
when the family lost their home during the Great 
Depression, they moved to live in San Remo. As 
things got better the family returned to Geelong 
and Ken resumed his schooling at St Mary’s. He left 
school after Year Eight and began work to help 
support his family. He worked at Fords during the 
war, making ambulances, barges and trucks.  
Despite the war, he remembered his teenage years 
fondly and remembered swimming with his mates 
at Eastern Beach, riding his bike and making model 
planes.  

When he turned 18 Ken was conscripted. He had 
aspirations to join the air force but poor vision in 
one eye saw him in the Army and unable to take 
part in active service. However he did a number of 
jobs for the Army in both Victoria and Queensland. 
After the war he returned to Geelong and worked 
various jobs, including on the Ford production line 
again. Ken was quite a talented drawer and told 
the story of copying a magazine illustration of the 
latest Ford to be released in America, which he 
took to show his mates at the Ford factory. He was 
called into the office and asked to explain where he 
got copies of the top-secret drawings of the new 
Ford about to be released in Australia. 

Ken worked for charities throughout his life. He 
met his wife of 45 years, Oriel O’Brien, at a dance 
in Geelong. Oriel was a talented sportswoman, 
playing A grade tennis and squash, and golf. Ken 
and Oriel were married in 1961 and set up house in 
Marjorie Street Belmont where they lived their  
entire lives. Oriel died in 2006.  

 

Ken had a new partner Joy for several years and 
for the last few years was with partner Jan. 

Ken was a very good family man and made lifelong 
friends through the church, golf and his cars. He 
was a keen member of the Knights of the Southern 
Cross and very active in charity events, often as an 
organiser in the various clubs and organisations he 
belonged to. Ken’s son John said he had an  
inquisitive mind and was a hard worker who was 
always tinkering or doing something around the 
house and in the garage. Ken loved music and had 
an extensive record collection. 

Ken had a lifelong interest in cars and restored 
several including a Sunbeam Talbot, Alpine, Rapier 
and finally an E-Type jag. At one point, much to his 
wife’s distress, there were eight cars in their  
suburban backyard.  

Ken was a loyal and enthusiastic member of the 
WDHVC for 23 years and participated in many club 
events. He regularly attended meetings and  
particularly enjoyed participating in car displays. 
He collected model cars which he proudly  
displayed. He also enjoyed subscribing to, and 
reading, quality classic car magazines. 
 
His sons described him as a jack of all trades who 
did not have the opportunity to fully develop his 
talents. However all that he did was done with skill 
and with love. 

Ken was an active golfer for over 70 years and 
right up to his last few years, scoring over 20 holes 
in one and playing two or three times a week. Over 
the years he was a member at Queen’s Park, East 
Geelong, Anglesea and Torquay, where he was a 
member for over 40 years. 

- Ed & Trevor Schneider 
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Can a car be cursed?  I t’s a historical fact that 
World War 1 was started as a result of Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand and his wife, being  
assassinated on 28 June 1914 while  
riding in a parade in Sarajevo, Bosnia. 
The car they were riding in was a Graf 
und Stift, now on display in a museum 
in Vienna, Austria. On that infamous 
day in 1914, as the car rolled past the 
cheering crowds lining the streets of  
Sarajevo, a young man bolted towards 
the car, jumped on the running board 
and at point blank range shot and killed 
the Archduke and Duchess. What was to 
become known as The Great War had 
begun. 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife riding 
in the rear of the 1911 Gräf & Stift Double  
Phaeton, shortly before his assassination on 
June 28, 1914 

Just days after, an Austrian army  
officer, General Potiorek, reputed to be one of his 
country’s best military leaders, led his supposedly 
well trained fifth core into Sarajevo. At the  
governor’s mansion he found the still blood spotted 
Graf und Stift and immediately declared it to be his 
new staff car. The elite Corp under Potiorek’s 
charge was soundly defeated in its first battle.  
Disappointed by his military tactics his superiors in 
Vienna, stripped him of his rank, home and posses-
sions. He died a few months later in an asylum. 
Was it the result of trying to claim the red touring 
car as his own? 

One of Potiorek’s captains was given command of 
the fifth Corp and he too wanted to own the  

Graf und Stift. Less than a week later he was dead. 
Driving on a country road, the car suddenly 
swerved into an oncoming cart. Besides the  
captain, two peasants died in the accident. 
For three years the car sat decaying in a barn  
becoming a home for field mice and insects. When 
the governor of Yugoslavia learned of its  
whereabouts. He had it removed and restored to 
original beauty.  
In the four months he used it as his official car he 
had four serious accidents. According to his diary in 
each accident the car acted as if it had a mind of its 

own. It supposedly tried to 
harm its occupants by  
making sudden, uncontrollable 
manoeuvres. The last accident 
convinced him the car was 
cursed. In that accident his 
right arm was torn off after 
smashing into another car. 
Just silly superstition is what 
Doctor Sikis thought when he 
bought the car in 1919. A few 
months after he bought the 
car, he was dead. In what was 
perhaps the strangest accident 
of all, the car was discovered 
overturned on a seldom-used 
road leading to Vienna.  
The car wasn’t damaged at all 
and no cause could be found 
for the accident.  

S t o r i e s  F r o m  t h e  S h e d  
HISTORY OF A HAUNTED CAR 
(Re-edited from The Best of Old Cars Weekly) USA) 
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Beneath the car however, was the lifeless body of the doctor. 
For several months after a wealthy merchant bought the car, nothing out of the ordinary happened. 
None of the things that reportedly happened to the other previous owners. Then the merchant  
committed suicide. His family could see no reason for his self-destruction. No debt, happily married, no 
other woman, business good. Nevertheless he hanged himself. His family believed that somehow he was 
driven insane by the car. 
Another Doctor laughed off the supposed curse on the car and bought the car. Just one week later he 
died, sitting in the car. Probably the last person you would expect to buy a cursed car is a race driver. He 
entered in a race across the Dolomites. He crashed into a wall and killed himself. Months later a farmer 
bought the car, repaired it, and within a couple of days smashed into a tree. He survived but was  
severely injured. 
The Graf und Stift’s last owner was a mechanic in Sarajevo. He rebuilt the car, repainted it green and 
planned to hire it out for special occasions. It was used only once for this purpose. Rented out for a  
wedding and with four or six people on board, the steering wheel was jerked from the driver’s hands on 
the way to the church. The car flipped over killing the mechanic and all on board. 
Never again was the Graf und Stift driven on public roads. The Austrian government took possession of 
it, restored it, and since the late 1920s the car has been on display in a museum in Vienna. 
Was it a cursed car? In reality no one knows. All the accidents and deaths can probably be explained 
away as uncanny coincidence, caused by shoddy repair work, bad driving, bad roads, bad weather, fog or 
an animal darting in front of the car. On the other hand, probably few automobiles have in their lifetime, 
been involved in so many fatal accidents, under such strange circumstances. You have to wonder! 

- Gary Mellington 

Online farm clearing sale auction - Covid 2020 
Evelyn Hill could fairly be described as a collector, especially of Republic trucks and early Fords.  
He has contributed the following results of an on line auction he took part in (rumours are that a few 
more Ford motors now live with Evelyn).  - Ed 
 

From 23-29 July there was an on line clearing sale of 530 lots at The Poplars, Lake Cargelligo NSW: the 
estate of Richard Trotz. Lots included farm machinery, vintage vehicles, cars, tractors, trucks, and  
stationary engines.  
Some of the prices paid were: 1926/7 Model T Ford rolling chassis, 
front bumper, steering assy, part rear tub $1310; Model T Ford  
engine minus sump, block, 2 gearboxes (not Ford) and Ruckstell 
diff minus selector for a car $1520; miscellaneous Model T Ford 
parts $70; 6 Model T Ford motors and a block $805; Two 1926 T 
model radiators, fuel tank, steering assy (not Ford) $360; vintage 
Chev tourer cut down into a ute, rear tub supplied $1000; 6  
cylinder Fargo truck $1000; Ford F600 truck $3670; 1932 B Ford 
truck $7995; Grey Ferguson tractors $450, $225 & $20; Massey 
Ferguson 35 diesel $5000; Blitz truck $830; 3 cast tractor seats 
$610; cast tractor seat Walter A Hogsick Falls USA $510; Model T Ford wheels $150; lights $350; Model 

T Ford diff $100; Model T Ford, motors 1919 with aluminium transmission cover, CRB 
(clutch, reverse, brake) on pedals. Motors from 1922, ‘23, ‘24, 3/26 & ’27; Ruckstell 
diff, complete 
minus selector, 
also half  
Ruckstell diff  
housing. 
 

- Evelyn Hill  

S t o r i e s  F r o m  t h e  S h e d  
 HISTORY OF A HAUNTED CAR 

(Ctd) 
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Cars found covered in dust inside a garage at Graeme  
Phillips' Alice Springs home. 

One of Central Australia's 
most eclectic collections of 
vintage cars discovered at 
deceased estate!  
By Claire Campbell (from the ABC News website  
22 May 2017  - contributed by Tim Christie) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of the most eclectic collections of vintage and 
classic cars ever seen in Central Australia is going 
under the digital hammer after it was discovered at 
a deceased estate. 
The collection belonged to Graeme Phillips — a 
recluse and a hoarder — who lived in a dilapidated 
house surrounded by almost 30 cars in the centre 
of Alice Springs. His quarter-acre block was so jam-
packed with cars and other items, people could not 
enter or exit the property. His friend, Liz Martin, 
described him as a "larger than life character" who 
devoted his life to collecting things. 
"It was like a disease with him but a lot of motor 
vehicle enthusiasts are a little bit OCD, myself 
included," she said. "Graeme was actually 
obsessive about his collecting and he had some real
-world rarities and some amazing things in his 
collection." 
Mr Phillips bought and sold more than 1,000 cars 
over his 81-year life, including two GT Falcons that 
ran in the London to Sydney marathon. 
The collection includes a 1948 Ford Pilot, several FX 
Holdens, a 1966 Ford Mustang, 2,500 number 
plates and more than 400 spoons. None of the cars 
work and are in varied conditions, with some only 
fetching $2 in bids. 
Many people in Alice Springs knew of Mr Phillips but 
very few could say they had ever seen or spoken to 
the man.  
"He was always very much a loner," Ms Martin said. 
"If you were part of his inner-circle, you were  
privileged to be in there because he was very 
private. He was just such an amazing man that did 

something for everybody and it didn't matter where 
you were on the road … he would always drop in 
and he would always have a smile." 
Local car enthusiast and collector John Smulders 
said he remembered driving past Mr Phillips' yard 
as a child, trying to peer over the fence at the cars. 
"I think Graeme was a bit of a legend around town, 
even though not a lot of people really knew him, 
they knew of his collection," he said. "I had no idea 
he had this many cars though; it's eclectic and 
what a hoard! 
"I think he's probably got a good sense of history, 
he's collected cars that obviously have belonged to 
Central Australia but also cars that are Australian 
icons — from the early Holdens, the early Falcons 
through to post-war vehicles, Army Jeeps. 
"It's very rare to have so many vehicles in one 
place … for these to come up in the public, it's once 
in a lifetime." 
Mr Phillips was not just an avid collector, he was 
also a mad runner who was often seen running 
everywhere, including racking up almost 1,000 trips 
up and down Uluru. He spent decades working as a 
tour guide throughout the Territory and would often 
be called up to chauffeur dignitaries around Central 
Australia. 
A pavilion will be named after Mr Phillips at the 
Road Transport Hall of Fame where more of his cars 
and memorabilia are being housed. 

 Liz Martin with one of Graeme Phillips' cars inside the soon-
to-be-named Graeme Phillips Pavilion  

The car collection at Pickles Auctions in Alice Springs in 
2017 (ABC News: Claire Campbell) 
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      Jigsaw Jogs Memories 
 
 
 
Here is a story of one way to amuse 
oneself during the Covid holiday. 
Take a 4000 piece jigsaw that you tried 
to do in the early eighties but never  
finished. 
The completed jigsaw happens to be 1.5 
metres by 1.1 metres, so it is too big to 
fit on a normal dining table, not to  
mention finding space to lay out all the 
pieces. 
It also now means a lot more since we 
visited the Bergen Harbour in Norway in 
2016 and ate fish and chips at a cafe 
with the same view as in the picture.  

- David Mitchell 

Just starting out 

Well on the way Hard at work—complete with headlamp to make out 
those subtle colors and shapes! 

Late Adverts - FOR SALES, WANTED & CLUES 
For  Sale  Magazines ,  Amer ican Road & Track ,  1963-90.  About  130.  $100 ONO.  
Cal l  John 0429 431 829 /  5263 1434.       10/20 
Wanted  Two 19”  tyres  f o r  a  t r a i l e r .  Th e o n e I  h av e i s  4 .40  x 19,  b u t  u p  t o  5 .00  w o u l d  b e  
good.  Cal l  Robin  0408 538 639.        10/20  

All Finished & Framed! 
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Continuing the story of an epic world journey by three men in a Hupmobile over 100 years ago! 
(Contributed by Simon Anderson. Reprinted with permission.)  - Ed 
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 Final part next month  - Ed 
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Where are Cars Made? 
Many historic vehicle owners have a preference for 
say American muscle cars or European classics or 
perhaps vehicles from the Continent or the British 
Isles.  
However in recent years the ownership of car 
maker brands has changed substantially, as too  
has the location of vehicle manufacturing plants. 
Recently a motoring commentator on a radio 
program explained that it is not always easy to 
know where particular makes are manufactured, as 
apparently the manufacturers are somewhat 
reluctant to disclose much information about their 
activity locations. For example, the F C A (Fiat 
Chrysler Automotive) apparently manufactures the 
Jeep Wrangler in Italy. 
This commentator points out that many vehicles 
are still manufactured in their “Country of Origin” 
but listed are some additional locations where it is 
understood there are manufacturing plants – 
Volvo XC 60    China 
Volvo XC 40    China (later this year). 
Mercedes Benz C class  Sth Africa 
Mercedes Benz GLE /GLX   USA 
BMW X3, X5, X7  USA 
Mercedes Benz GLV  Mexico 
Mercedes Benz C class van Spain 
Mercedes Benz G Wagon Austria 
VW Polo   Sth Africa 
VW Amerok   Argentina 
VW Tiguan   Mexico 
VW Touareg   Slovakia 
Porsche Cayenne  Slovakia 
Ford Ranger   Thailand 
Toyota Hilux   Thailand 
Nissan Navara  Thailand 
Mitsubishi Triton  Thailand 
Mazda BT50   Thailand 
Isuzu Dmax   Thailand 
Audi TT   Hungary 
Peugeot 405   Azerbaijan 
Renault Koleos  Korea 
MG    China 
Another motoring writer commentator recently 
wrote “Car companies including Toyota, 
Volkswagen, Mercedes Benz, BMW, Ford, Honda 
and more build cars in China.” 
Perhaps readers may know of other car makes that 
are no longer produced in their “Country of Origin”. 

- Trevor Schneider 

The Demise of the MG  
So they have shut the door on  
Morris Garages. I suppose it  
had to happen eventually.  
The British disease,  
coupled with the peculiar  
aimlessness that has  
seemed to afflict  
successive waves of BMC  
and Leyland management,  
has killed of the MG. 
 

Not that the MGs of the '70s are worth much  
regret. At best they were very good boat anchors – 
slow, ill handling gay boulevardiers’ cars with stiff 
gearboxes and harsh engines. The name however, 
and the octagonal badge still mean something. In 
fact, “MG” had become a generic word for sports 
car, like Coke for cola drink, Band-Aid for adhesive 
strips and Durex for sticky tape. 
Anyway, generations of youthful lust have been 
nurtured on the fantasy of owning an MG. More lies 
have told about having it off in an MG TC than 
about any other single human activity [no, no, you 
lard- head, I don't mean ''single human', I mean 
“single activity”, as in ... oh never bloody mind]. 
It's the name that's the loss. It has gone the way 
of many famous British car names – mostly down 
the BMC/ Leyland sewage disposal chute. Gone are 
Riley, Vanden Plas, Wolseley, Alvis. They started to 
go in the '60s when BMC insisted on using the  
hollowed badges on bastardised, fake walnut-
panelled, fake leather-trimmed, snob market  
versions of Austin and Morris Basic Spartan Spe-
cials. We even coined a name for it – Badge  
Engineering. 
It happened the same way with a great motorcycle 
industry. One by one the British blew down the 
houses that produced AJS, Velocette, Triumph, 
Norton, BSA and the others. It is painful to recall 
now that the British bike industry in the early 
1950s was building efficient, comfortable small-
capacity bikes like the BSA Bantam and the  
Triumph Tiger Club, and thrilling big ones like the 
Vincent and Triumph Thunderbird, long before the 
Japanese were in the act. 
In a country with such a feeling for tradition it's 
amazing that respected names from the very  
earliest days of British motoring have been allowed 
to die. 
I never owned an MG, and I'm sorry about that 
now. I was a Riley man, and we didn't really talk to 
the Octagonners because they used to drive their 
funny cars in gymkhanas and rallies, which the 
genuine Riley club man never did, because they'd 
crack wheels and snap rear axles like carrots. 
In the golden years of motoring, the '50s and '60s 
when speed limits were only in and out of towns, 
the MG owners were just a little more dashing,  
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a little more raffish and cheekier than the rest of us. Maybe it was because so many of the racing cars in 
Australia in the '50s, before the big spenders started importing slightly-used Grand Prix cars, were MG 
specials. Almost everybody who was racing in the '50s had had their bum in an MG special of various 
stages of tune from Stage One – stock standard with straight-through copper exhaust pipe, all the way 
up to Stage 93 or whatever, which was something like 1250 cm bored to two litres, 12 to 1 compression, 
supercharged to 150 psi and running on a fuel mix of nitro-methane, marsh gas, Andrews' Liver Salts 
and sulphuric acid. 
Stan Jones drove one, as did David Mckay and other contemporary crazies. There were even seven MG 
TDs in the first Redex round-Australia in 1953 – and all finished. They were fun cars and were authority-
defiant, as all good cars have been before and since. 
How could they let the name of MG die? The pity of it is, that Leyland could have used the MG name to 
recover the original concept of cheap sporting motoring by building MGs to the same simplicity as the 
bug-eye Sprite. 
Prices of used MGBs will become even more ridiculous than they are now, and even MG Y-type sedans 
will acquire a slightly more exotic air. The MG Car Club will be delighted, because it will mean that the 
Leyland MG won't be getting any worse and the real MGs in the ranks of the club have become instantly 
more valuable. Every cloud has a silver lining. 
I suppose the saddest thing is that with the demise of MG, or at least hardly any hope that a real MG will 
ever appear again, we have all lost yet another 
little piece of our youth and innocence. A little 
more fun has gone out of lives that are  
increasingly over-governed,  
over-regimented, and just plain boring. 
Maybe I'm just getting old. Maybe. Without the  
octagon I must feel a little more alone and  
vulnerable. We should never have trusted the  
MG with the British. The Italians would  
not have let it die. 
- a satirical columnist called Romsey Quints,  
writing in “Sports Car World” in 1980.  

 

Contributed in 2019 by Graham Pretlove. 
 
Editor’s Footnote: We are now  being treated to the English designed and Chinese made MG, a 
ubiquitous SUV-bodied wagonette whose only relationship to the original is the purloined badge.  
MG was once one of the most popular sports car brands in the world, but went into decline with the 
British car industry in the 1970s and '80s. MG was bought by German car maker BMW in 1994 (along 
with Rover cars and Land Rover four-wheel-drives) which tried to revive the brand. BMW sold the  
business in 2000, to the now former MG Rover Group.  
The new owners again tried to reverse the brand’s fortunes and expand its range with a small hatch and 
sedan to get economies of scale that would make sports-car operations more viable. But that plan also 
failed and in 2005 the MG Rover brand was bought by China’s Nanjing Automobile Group, which in 2007 
was itself bought by one of China's largest car producers, the Shanghai Automotive Industry  
Corporation (SAIC).  

 
Although it carries the MG badge, this vehicle 
is called the Hector and is actually a  
Baojun 530, a model that recently launched 
as Chevrolet Captiva. in Thailand  
and Colombia and as Wuling Almaz in  
Indonesia. So much for its heritage!  
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Top this for a speeding ticket 
Two British traffic patrol officers from North Berwick, east of Edinburgh, 
were involved in an unusual  incident, while checking for speeding motorists 
on the A 1 Great North Road. 

One of the officers (who are not named) used a handheld radar device to 
check the speed of a vehicle approaching over the crest of a hill, and was 
surprised when the speed was recorded at over 300 mph. The machine then 
stopped working and the officers were not able to reset it. 

The radar had in fact locked onto a 
NATO Tornado fighter jet over the North Sea, which was engaged 
in a low flying exercise over the Borders District. 

Back at police headquarters the Chief Constable fired off a stiff 
complaint to the RAF liaison office. 

Back came the reply in true laconic RAF style: “Thank you for your 
message, which allows us to complete the file on this incident.  

“You may be interested to know that the tactical computer in the 
Tornado had automatically locked onto your “hostile radar  

equipment” and sent a jamming signal back to it.  

“Furthermore, the Sidewinder air-to-ground missiles aboard the fully armed aircraft had also locked onto the 
target.  

“Fortunately the Dutch pilot flying the Tornado responded to the missile status alert intelligently and was able 
to override the automatic protection system before the missile was launched.” 

- Leigh Dwyer 
(reproduced from the Alvis Club newsletter) 

Letter to the Editor 
The Gardener and Bugs 
Once upon a time there was a very enthusiastic 
vegetable gardener. He grew all sorts of things for 
his family to have fresh produce. He battled white 
moth, lack of sunlight, lack of water and other  
assorted but overall he succeeded. 
His onions were a success, as were his cabbages 
and his peas, but he sometimes struggled with his 
carrots. One year he would get an average crop but 
maybe after he had sewn them twice. Another they 
were just no good - a failure in fact. But he kept  
trying.  
Now we come to the Covid year. In went the 
caulies, onions, leeks, spring onions and carrots. 
Leeks were not doing anything so another attempt 
was made but no good. The carrots: another  
failure. Try again. Success. Two beautiful rows 
coming up wonderfully. Now we wait. 
Another month and his wife asks for some  
vegetables from the garden for soup. He goes and 
comes back with an assortment and informs her the 
carrots are doing beautifully, still growing but 
enough for the soup. 

 
 
 
Another week and more orders for  
veggies and he is a long time coming so  
his wife goes looking for him. Here he is  
in the garden with smoke coming out of  
his ears. One whole row of carrots has  
had their tops taken off and left to the side and the  
carrots removed from the ground. His wife laughs 
her head off but the gardener is not amused. Time 
for the net. 
The next morning he went to check and guess 
what: most of another row is also gone, he netted 
the culprit inside the garden instead of outside it. 
His wife nearly collapsed with laughter. There was 
about a dozen carrots left so after lunch the  
gardener said “l will pick those carrots so that  
rabbit won’t get the rest.” But guess what the  
bunny already had, and started on the snow peas. 
He is probably better playing with his old cars and 
leave the gardening alone. 
Ah mother nature you are a tough lady.  
- Anon 
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FOR SALES, WANTED & CLUES 
Clues:  
1994 Mitsubishi sedan N. Clean car. Runs  
really good. Inside excellent. As is - no rego.  
Make a good first car to join club. 319,000 kms.  
Call Frank 0413 273 429.     10/20 

 

************************  

C lues:  
Looking for information on the Humble car 
that was built in Geelong in the early 1900s -  
believed to be the first automobile built in Victoria.  
Call Simon Anderson 0414 482 241.    10/20 

************************  

Lions Christmas Cakes  As we draw  closer to 
the end of the year and Christmas celebrations, it 
may difficult to purchase Lions Christmas Cakes. If 
so – take note – they are now available. 
Lions Christmas puddings  900 gram  $13 
Christmas cakes   1 kg   $13 
Christmas cakes   1.5 kg.  $17. 
Proceeds to charity. 
Contact Brian Edward. Ph 03 5222 6986;  
Mob 0492 852 164; E bseapm@bigpond.net.au 

For sale/wanted ads are free to Members and appear 
for two issues of Backfire. To remove advertisements 
from the newsletter earlier ,email  
editor@wdhvcgeelong.com   (Ph 0417 311 441). 

Reminder: All vehicles in the “For Sales” must have 
VIN number & Price or Registration Number & Price,  
otherwise they will be listed under “Clues”. Ads for the 
‘Clues’ section must not refer to any payment that 
may take place by mentioning an amount or  
‘best offer’, etc.  

All ads for cars also appear on the club web site where 
greater detail and photos (where supplied) can be 
viewed. To see ads, go to  
http://www.wdhvcgeelong.com/wdsale.html 
 

All ads remain on the website until you request 
their removal.  To remove an ad from the  
website, email webmaster@wdhvcgeelong.com (Ph 
0418 587 415). 

Letter to the Editor 
27 August 
(by email) 
 

Hello Jon, 
I read your {August} Backfire, sent to the North 
Central Vintage Car Club, and in particular the  
story of the two boys under the rail line.  
Upon reading their names, it rang many bells in 
my mind. I grew up in St Arnaud (and am still 
here) with them, and they often led me astray.  
In fact it’s a wonder I wasn't under the train as 
well!!! So I could put the "weights" up to no end! 
{The Shepherd boys were known as} Bombhead 
and Tangles (their nicknames) in those days. We 
could get away with anything, especially where 
cars were involved and pre license age.  
Elder brother John, worked in our garage for 30 
plus years, but was never "BAD" like the other 
two.  
See if you can get them as guest speakers one 
night. They would hang it on each other, tell  
stories (although "glorified" by now) and members 
may come out with stitches from laughter! 
Regards, 
Ol Mate 
Alan Esmore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Send your stories or Letter to Editor to: 
editor@wdvcgeelong.com  
or drop it in my letterbox 

(50 James Cook Drive  
Wandana Heights 3216) 

All contributions welcome! 

I enjoy a glass of wine each night for its health 
benefits.  
The other glasses are for my witty comebacks and 
flawless dance moves. 

The views/comments expressed in the publication of this newsletter are those of the individual contributor and are not  
necessarily endorsed by the current Committee of the Club. Whilst every care is taken to determine the safety of any  
technical information provided and the accuracy of the information supplied for inclusion in this newsletter, it is printed in 
good faith and neither the Committee nor the Club accept any responsibility for any loss or injury incurred by any  
application of such information. 
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